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TOTeM’s TORReNT technology is in perfect balance between art and technology. Streamlined for all musical genre, it conveys pure
in-phase presence. Revolutionary in concept, TOTeM’s TORReNT is a true evolutionary step in speaker design. / totemacoustic.com
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Sonic Boom Music/Record Store Moves to New Location and Opens Second Store
Sonic Boom,
one of Canada’s
largest independent retailers
of CDs and
vinyl, as well as
movies, video
games and accessories, has
moved to a new location in Toronto, just steps away from its original spot. The company has also opened a
second Kensington Market location which focuses exclusively on vinyl. Sonic Boom has long been one of
CANADA HiFi’s favourite places to pick up new and used CDs and records. The original store offered one
of the largest selections of albums on CD and vinyl anywhere in Canada, and the new location promises to
stay true to this mission. In addition to this, Sonic Boom carried a great selection of new and used movies,
video games, music related books, t-shirt and various accessories. The new Sonic Boom store is located at
782 Bathurst St., just south of Bloor St. West in Toronto (416-532-0334). As before, the new location is open
from 10am until midnight, 7 days a week – catering beautifully to late night shoppers! The second location
of Sonic Boom opened on August 10th and focuses entirely on records. It is located at 201 Augusta Avenue,
in the heart of Kensington Market, in Toronto (416-901-8854). This location is open from 11am to 9pm, 7
days a week. We strongly recommend checking out both new stores! www.sonicboommusic.com

Panasonic, Samsung, Sony and XPAND 3D Collaborate
on Development of New Standard for 3D Glasses
Active 3D glasses that work with only one brand or model
of TV may soon be a thing of the past. Panasonic, Samsung, Sony and XPAND 3D recently announced that they
will join forces on the development of a new technology
standard for consumer 3D active glasses, under the name,
“Full HD 3D Glasses Initiative.” The companies will
work together on the development and licensing of radio
frequency (RF) system 3D active glasses technology,
including RF system protocols between consumer 3D active glasses and 3D displays such as televisions, personal
computers, projectors and 3D theaters with XPAND active shutter glasses. The standardization will also
include multiple types of infrared (IR) system protocols between 3D active glasses and 3D displays, ranging
from the protocols jointly developed by Panasonic and XPAND 3D, to the proprietary protocols of Samsung
and Sony, respectively. Universal glasses with the new IR/RF protocols will be made available in 2012, and
are targeted to be backward compatible with 2011 3D active TVs. All partners involved hope that this initiative will help to drive consumer adoption of active 3D technology. www.xpand.me
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Paradigm Monitor Series 7 Loudspeakers
If you’re looking for high-value, high-performance speakers look no
further than the new Paradigm Monitor Series 7 loudspeakers, designed
for music and home theatre enthusiasts. This new series is a complete
redesign of the lineup, both technologically and aesthetically. While
faithfully preserving the natural acoustic signature of Monitor Series
speakers, this generation promises critical sonic renements thanks to
trickle-down technology from the company’s agship Paradigm Reference products. Some highlights of the Monitor Series 7 include redesigned bafes using 3/4 MDF for further increased solidity and cabinet
resonance reduction, an elegant plinth (base) which provides stability for
the narrower oor standing footprints and a stylistically cleaner, less intrusive alternative to outrigger feet, as well as a 20% reduction in model
footprints – oor standers and centre channels. Some of the technology
from the Reference line that made its way into the new Monitor 7 Series
includes the 1 S-PAL satin-anodized pure-aluminum dome tweeter (vs.
titanium in earlier versions) and S-PAL satin-anodized pure-aluminum
cones (vs. injection-molded co-polymer in earlier versions). Monitor
Series 7 is available in Black Ash and a new Heritage Cherry nish. The
surround models are nished in Black only.
Monitor 7 is a new size, 3-driver model (vs. 4 drivers in previous iterations) covering the spectrum through a tweeter, mid/bass
and bass driver with audible improvements in sensitivity and extension. Monitor 11 is now the size of the original Monitor 9 v.6 but
a 5-driver model (vs. 4 drivers in previous iterations) covering the spectrum through a tweeter, dedicated midrange driver and three
bass drivers offering noticeable improvements in sensitivity and extension. Two new centre channels, Centre 1 and Centre 2, both
acknowledge acoustic renements over earlier centre channels including decreased footprints to better t today’s a/v furniture sizes.
MSRP (prices are for a single speaker): Atom Monitor $219, Mini Monitor $319, Monitor 7 $479, Monitor 9 $649, Monitor 11 $849,
Centre 1 $399, Centre 3 $629, Surround 1 $299 and Surround 3 $429. www.paradigm.com

productnews
New Paradigm Cinema Speakers for 2011
Paradigm’s new Cinema series speakers
are designed for consumers with smaller
budgets who would like to enjoy high quality sound. The completely reengineered
and redesigned Cinema series is comprised
of six new models. These include the
Cinema 100 satellite (table-top stand and
wall-mount bracket included), Cinema 200
on-wall, Cinema 400 on-wall, Cinema Trio
3-in-1 LCR, Cinema Sub and the Cinema
100 CT 5.1 system. A seemingly endless array of audio congurations can be arranged
with the combination of satellite, on-wall
and 3-in-1 speakers, depending on the room in which the speakers will be positioned. The Cinema speakers are
equipped with Reference-quality crossovers, S-PAL satin-anodized pure-aluminum dome tweeters and wire-mesh
tweeter guards with WaveGuide technology borrowed from the Reference Signature series, which encourage wide
and spacious dispersion while protecting the sensitive dome surface. Mineral-lled polypropylene bass/midrange
cones with added mineral content stiffen cone composition. Across the series, acoustic achievements include:
lower frequency extension, at response curves, further reduced distortion, sustained sensitivity and improved full
dispersion. For placement exibility without sacricing performance, Paradigm equipped the new Cinema speakers with the EasyMount wall-mounting system (and tabletop stand option - Cinema 100 only). While speakers get
the most attention, the low-frequency contributions of the Cinema Sub are not to be ignored. With a dramatically
increased dynamic range over the last Cinema Sub, this subwoofer features an 8” high-excursion driver made of
polymer composite, capable of producing 300 watts dynamic peak and 100 watts RMS sustained. The Cinema Sub
is included in the Cinema 100 CT system or available a la carte and allows for two different placement options:
gloss side up or cloth side up depending on your aesthetic preference. The Paradigm MC-30 oor stands can be
purchased separately for the Cinema 100 speakers. MSRP: Cinema 100: (Cinema 100 2.0 $329, Cinema 100
3.0 $499), Cinema 200 $279, Cinema 400 $429, Cinema Trio $599, Cinema Sub $379 and Cinema 100 CT (Five
Cinema 100 satellite speakers and one Cinema Sub) $1099. www.paradigm.com

Sharp Elite 3D LED LCD TVs
Sharp has decided to resurrect the infamous Elite brand, previously made by Pioneer, with a new line of premium
THX Certied displays designed to meet the demands of video enthusiasts. The new Elite LED LCD TVs will be
available in 60 and 70 inch screen sizes by the time you read this, and promise to feature some of the most innovative video technologies available on the market. Elite LED LCD TVs are designed to provide a superior picture
quality compared to other LCD TVs currently on the market.
A unique combination of features and technology developed
specically for the Elite televisions deliver deep black levels, depth of colour, high brightness and smooth images to
achieve an astonishing picture. Elite LCD televisions incorporate Sharp’s proprietary RGB+Y technology, which adds
a yellow sub-pixel to the standard red/green/blue colour palette. Highlights of the new Elite series include a Full Array
LED backlight with Local Dimming as well as FluidMotion,
which creates a greater than 240 Hz effect, improving picture clarity and smoothness. Developed specically for Elite
TVs, Intelligent Variable Contrast technology works with
other Elite technologies to automatically control brightness
and backlight to create depth of colour, brilliance, detail and
dark areas. Both models also offer ISF certication as well
as connectivity to Netix, VUDU, CinemaNow, YouTube and
other online services. Each set comes with two pairs of active
shutter 3-D glasses. MSRP: Elite PRO-60X5FD ($5,999) and
Elite PRO-70X5FD ($8,999). www.EliteLCDTV.ca
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Streaming Movies: An Alternative To Watching Movies
From a Disc

Brad Copeland
A few years back I remember a
friend explaining the concept of an
MP3 to me, how CD quality audio
could be compressed and ﬁle sizes
made smaller to the point where it
could easily be transferred over our
archaic Internet connections. Working in the music industry at the time,
we marveled at how this would
change things for us - how much
easier it would be for us to get our
demos to record labels overseas in
the UK and Europe. We could also
be sent songs that our friends had
literally just ﬁnished that very day
and use them in our DJ sets the same
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night. It was, all hyperbole aside, a
complete and utter game changer. A
few days later I took those ﬁrst few
MP3s and played them on a loud
nightclub sound system and quickly
realized that not all that glitters is
gold. Nothing came without a price,
it seemed, and as one door was
opened for us (convenience) another (quality) was slammed shut in
our faces.
When Suave Kajko asked me
to write a feature about streaming
video content over the net, and its
growing popularity, I was mostly
thrilled, but must admit to being

more than a little disheartened.
Thrilled because, as a conﬁrmed
gear head, nothing makes me happier than assembling a collection
of various devices in my living
room, performing “research” and
then sharing what I have learned
with you. Disheartened because, as
a conﬁrmed gear head, I have lived
for a few years now in mild fear
of the day when the convenience
and ease of streaming ﬁlms and
TV shows would grow to the point
where the average consumer was
willing to sacriﬁce quality to make
streaming a viable option versus
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streamingmovies
physical media or obtaining content
via a provider such as Rogers or
Bell. It appears that, like it or not,
that day is arriving (at the time of
this writing Netﬂix has somewhere
around 1 million customers and is
growing by the month) so without
further ado, let’s examine how we
go about getting setup to enjoy this.
Choosing a Suitable Internet
Connection and Home Network
Router

Mbps connection. Although these numbers
are a little higher than
what you might see
recommended
elsewhere, I have found
that by giving yourself
a little more headroom
in terms of bandwidth
(the amount of data
that can be transferred
Linksys E4200 Dual-Band N Router
at once) it allows better streaming perforvideo that is currently available remance. This especially holds true if gardless of how others are using the
someone else in your house is us- Internet in my home.
ing the net to play an online game
When streaming movies it is imor download music at the same time portant to understand that every
as you’re streaming a movie. The movie that you stream uses up a
good news is that the majority of certain amount of data, which is
Canadians have options available limited by most Canadian ISPs on
to them that meet or exceed these a monthly basis. This is commonly
recommendations at prices that referred to as a monthly data cap.
are growing to be more reasonable Streaming movies over your Interas time passes and more competi- net connection can very quickly use
tion enters the market. Personally up your monthly limit and going
I have what is ostensibly a 12Mbs over the limit can be pricey. My
plan from Rogers that I routinely Rogers “Express” Internet plan
get over 16Mbps on for sustained caps out at 60 GB per month for
transfers, which allows me to com- example. Exactly how much data
fortably stream the highest quality is used up while streaming a movie

First a quick deﬁnition of “streaming” as it pertains to media. To
stream means to access media
that is stored elsewhere and sent
(streamed) to you in real time over
a network of some sort. Your cable
company’s Video On Demand
(VOD) service is a prime example
of this. You choose a movie from
a menu, your account is billed for
the movie and the cable company
begins streaming the video to your
set top box. The video is never actually downloaded or stored locally
on your device – it is streamed in
real time as you watch it. With that
said, the one thing that is
absolutely non-negotiable for streaming video
is a high speed Internet
connection. All Internet
service providers (ISPs)
offer varying connection
speeds and limits as to
how much data you can
access each month.
As a general rule, the
faster the connection, the
better your streaming
experience will be. To
stream standard deﬁnition
(SD) content I recommend a connection speed
of at least 3 megabits-persecond (Mbps), although
a 5 Mbps speed would
be even better. To stream
720p high deﬁnition content you should have an
Internet connection with
a bandwidth of at least 8
Mbps and for 1080p con- Microsoft’s Xbox 360 is one of the video game consoles on the growing list of detent I recommend a 10-12 vices that allow viewers to watch Netflix movies on their television sets.
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depends on which streaming content provider you’re using. To give you an idea,
when using the “Best” quality setting
Netﬂix uses about 1 GB per hour when
streaming a standard deﬁnition movie and
about 2.3 GB per hour when streaming an
HD movie. Therefore an average 2 hour
movie streamed in HD will cost you about
4.6 GB. If your monthly limit is 60 GB, it
amounts to roughly 13 movies per month
(or 1 movie every 2.3 days) – and that’s
not taking into account the amount of data
that you use monthly for surﬁng the Internet.
Once you’ve selected a suitable internet connection, you will very likely also
need to purchase a home network router.
A router splits the Internet signal from
your ISP and allows other devices such
as computers and video game consoles to
connect to your home network and the Internet simultaneously. There are many options out there for routers, both wired and
wireless and again, as a general rule, the
faster the router, the better your streaming experience will be. If you chose to
go with a wireless model, I recommend
getting an 802.11N model, which is the
fastest and most powerful iteration of the
wireless networking standard. Although
some report issues when streaming video
(especially bandwidth-hungry HD) over
a wireless network, my experience has
proven that as long as you have a powerful enough router you should be able to
enjoy clean, stutter-free playback of even
1080p streaming video. Naturally there
will always be exceptions, some due to
the home’s construction, some due to interference from other devices, so a little
experimentation might be in order.
Streaming Content Providers
Once you’ve chosen the right Internet
service and setup a home network, you’ll
need to ask yourself – what do I want to
watch? Answering this question will help
you determine which streaming video
component you’ll need to purchase. Currently there are several streaming content
providers who allow you to access their
content for a monthly subscription fee, or
to purchase content a la carte.
The giant in the subscription arena is
Netﬂix, a service which is still relatively
new to Canada despite having been avail-
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able in the US for quite some time now. playing it, the ﬁlm will be accessible an
Netﬂix is an on-demand, streaming-only unlimited number of times over a 48 hour
service which offers the subscriber un- period. You also have the option to buy
limited ﬁlms and TV shows. Content is movies through iTunes as well, and once
streamed in up to 1080p video (1080p is purchased they are yours to keep forever.
currently available on the PS3 only) and Purchase prices ﬂuctuate but expect to
with up to 5.1 discrete Dolby Digital sur- pay around $19 for an SD new release and
round sound. At the time of this writing, I around $25 for an HD version.
have to say that the content available to
A quick look on the TiVo website might
Canadian Netﬂix subscribers is still sorely have you think that TiVo is available to
lacking. While Netﬂix does offer Holly- Canadian customers, however speakwood blockbuster ﬁlms, the selection isn’t ing with a TiVo customer representative
great and most of them are older titles. revealed that only the standard deﬁniThe majority of the content consists of tion TiVo boxes (series 1 and 2) work in
lesser known ﬁlms, B-grade movies and a Canada, and sadly they cannot access any
good chunk of reality TV content, much of of the streaming content from TiVo partwhich I was unfamiliar with prior to sign- ners which include Netﬂix, Hulu, Amazon
ing up. A quick glance through the entire VOD and Blockbuster On Demand. This
catalog of ﬁlms and TV shows available renders TiVo rather useless in Canada.
Many of you who have friends and famto Americans reveals exponentially more
content, and especially more current con- ily in the US may have heard of several
tent. I’m certain that this library will grow other streaming content providers such as
with time and appeal to more potential Hulu, Amazon VOD, Blockbuster On Desubscribers in the future. The attractive mand and VUDU. These services, along
thing about Netﬂix is that it costs just with the more advanced Netﬂix offering,
$7.99 per month (with a free trial month to allow Americans to realistically “cut the
start you off), so as long as you watch two cord” to over-priced TV cable companies
movies per month it essentially pays for and avoid exorbitant monthly charges.
itself, versus renting movies from a video Popular TV shows from most networks
store. To help consumers deal with their and many cable channels, Hollywood
monthly Internet data caps, Netﬂix allows ﬁlms, indie ﬁlms, concert documentaries,
you to choose one of three streaming vid- all are available to stream for a minimal
eo quality settings: Good, Better or Best. fee. Well, I hate to be the bearer of bad tidThe Good setting uses up to two-thirds ings, but at the time of this writing there is
less data than the Best setting, although no way to legally access any of these seras you might imagine it does come with a vices in Canada. Judging by the glacially
sacriﬁce of video quality.
slow rate at which Netﬂix has been adding
If you are looking for more current con- content it’s tough to predict when, if ever,
tent you would be well advised to look these other services will make their way
at Apple’s iTunes store, which rents and north of the border.
sells movies and TV shows in both SD
and HD. The iTunes store’s offerings are a Video Components That Allow
little more “in-line” with what you would Streaming
see at the video store, with most new releases being available at or around the Once you have chosen which type of sersame time they are released on Blu-ray vice you want to use to access streamed
and DVD. Unlike Netﬂix, iTunes offer- content, you’ll need to decide which deings are a la carte, with the viewer paying vice (or devices) you’re going to view
per item. SD movie rentals start at $3.99, that content through. Many new TVs have
while HD movies start at $4.99. Most HD built-in streaming applications that allow
movies also come with 5.1 Dolby Digital you to connect to streaming services like
surround sound, so for those of you keep- Netﬂix. Currently Netﬂix can be watched
ing score thats a good few bucks cheaper on certain TV models from LG, Samsung,
than your cable company’s VOD offering Sony, Toshiba and Vizio. Many Blu-ray
with better quality sound to boot! Once players also allow access to Netﬂix includyou have rented a movie you have 30 days ing models from LG, Samsung, Pioneer,
to start watching it, and once you start Sony, Toshiba, Panasonic and Insignia.
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Then there are game
consoles like the PlayStation 3, Xbox 360
and the Nintendo Wii
which allow access to
Netﬂix. In addition to
watching Netﬂix movies, the PlayStation 3
will let you rent or purchase movies and TV
shows through its PlayStation Network – the
selection is surprisingly
large and new offerings
are added often. The The Toshiba BDX4200 and the Pioneer BDP-430 Blu-ray players are two of the nuPlayStation Network merous players that offer Netflix streaming.
even offers 3D movies. The Xbox 360 also
dedicated set top boxes available iPad and other tablets, the iPhone
allows owners to rent or purchase today such as the D-Link Boxee as well as Android and Windows
movies through its Xbox LIVE Box ($199.99, no on-board stor- phones.
(Zune) network, although the selec- age), the Western Digital TV Live
tion of movies to Canadian viewers Hub ($199.99, has a 1TB hard drive Please check out the next issue of
is very limited at this time. The to store content locally) and Apple CANADA HiFi in which I will
Nintendo Wii is the most limited of TV ($119, no storage). All of these share my streaming experiences
the three video game system, offer- devices offer access to Netﬂix and and compare video quality between
ing streaming only through Netﬂix other popular web-based content. discs and the various streaming
and only in standard deﬁnition.
Naturally, Netﬂix can also be ac- content providers.
There are also numerous other cessed on your home computer, the

Apple TV allows owners to stream movies and TV shows from the ever expanding iTunes library, in addition to
content from Netflix, YouTube, Vimeo and MLB.tv.
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3D Blu-ray Players: Everything You Need to Know

Jeremy Phan
It’s been over ﬁve years since the ﬁrst
Blu-ray players hit the market and while
improved technology, features and functionality have emerged, the core purpose
of Blu-ray has remained unchanged - to
provide the highest-quality picture and
sound available.
While DVDs are limited to 4.5 GB of
storage per layer (to a maximum of 2 layers per side), Blu-ray discs support 25 GB
of storage per layer (also to a maximum of
2 layers per side). This increased storage
space allows Blu-ray discs to store 1080p
(1920 by 1080 pixel) high deﬁnition video and uncompressed, lossless surround
sound audio. They also offer new, interactive features which are detailed below and
support playback of previous-generation
DVDs while simultaneously enhancing
their lower picture quality through upconversion.

hasn’t caught on as fast as the Blu-ray format itself, most new Blu-ray players support the 3D format to ensure future compatibility. In the Aug/Sept 2011 issue, the
various 3D technologies were explained
in the “Three Approaches To 3D At Home”
feature. Since then, manufacturers have
started collaborating to standardize and
allow cross-brand compatibility of glasses,
helping to reduce one of the hurdles to 3D
adoption.
Blu-ray Player Features

Blu-ray players are still dropping in price
and many are capable of other useful features that make them a crucial part of any
home entertainment setup – even if you
don’t have an extensive Blu-ray library
yet. Most players are Internet-capable
through either a wired Ethernet jack or
WiFi (wireless) connectivity – either
3D Blu-ray Playback
built-in or through an optional WiFi USB
dongle. This connectivity allows them to
The newest feature of Blu-ray technol- access streaming media sites such as Netogy is the support for 3D playback. Many ﬂix Canada and Pandora Radio and lets
movies are being released in 3D and a them install widgets and applications for
3D-capable Blu-ray player and HDTV al- connectivity to sites such as Facebook and
low them to be played back so they look CNN. Some manufacturers such as Samjust like they did in the theatre. While 3D sung and LG have created an online space
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for their Internet-capable devices and offer additional (typically free) downloads
to further enhance functionality. To make
using these Internet applications easier,
the remotes have also been enhanced with
some manufacturers now including a full
QWERTY keyboard on the backside, allowing easier web browsing and even
email (through webmail services).
Network connectivity also allows these
players to connect to a home network
through the use of uPNP (Universal Plug
and Play) and DLNA (Digital Living Network Alliance) and allows access to media ﬁles through Windows Media Centre,
iTunes and other media-sharing applications. This includes music, photos and video ﬁles. This functionality makes it easy
to watch digital media on a user’s HDTV
without having to plug in a laptop or setup
a separate home-theatre PC. However,
when looking for ﬁle/media streaming
functionality, users should ensure that the
player supports the ﬁle formats they wish
to stream. Some older Blu-ray players do
not support MP4/MKV ﬁles, the preferred
format for high-deﬁnition 720p/1080p
content, as opposed to AVI which is used
for standard-deﬁnition content (and previously available on “DivX” capable DVD
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3DBlu-rayplayers
players).
Some Blu-ray players also have USB
ports for added connectivity, allowing
users to plug in USB memory sticks or
USB hard drives to view/playback the
media stored within.
BonusView, BD-Live and
Player Proﬁles

php/Blu-raydvd-players/. All new Bluray players are Proﬁle 2.0/BD-Live capable and if you are purchasing your ﬁrst
Blu-ray player, this is the minimum that
should be considered.

sound quality is not affected (since the
codecs are lossless).
The lossless codecs produce a more
accurate sound stage, clearer speech and
signiﬁcantly better audio details. This
is especially noticeable when sounds
move around the viewer from one surround speaker to another (for example
ricocheting bullets). Numerous reviewers are swearing they’ll never go back to
lossy audio after comparing compressed,
lossy audio to their lossless streams
across a multitude of genres.

The other feature that distinguishes Bluray from DVD (that isn’t improvement
in resolution and audio quality) is the
inclusion of BonusView and BD-Live
features. BonusView allows discs to inBlu-ray Player Connections and Video
clude a simultaneous, secondary pictureUp-conversion
in-picture stream but is not interactive.
This is typically used for director/actor
To ensure that all this crystal clear picture
commentary or other information, such
and sound get to your AV receiver and
as storyboards, to augment the viewing
HDTV with as little distortion as possiexperience. All Blu-ray players introble, the preferred connectivity method is
duced after November 2007 support Bo- Blu-ray Audio
HDMI, a single cable that handles both
nusView and are referred to as “Proﬁle
audio and video and carries the digital
1.1”-capable Blu-ray players. Less than On the audio front, Blu-ray players sup- signal without the need for conversion.
a year later, BD-Live (also referred to port a wide variety of formats, ensuring All Blu-ray players introduced after
as “Proﬁle 2.0”-capable) was released, maximum compatibility with all the January 2011 output 1080p video only
which ﬁnally made Blu-ray interactive major audio codecs. The added capac- through the HDMI connection, despite
with features such as downloadable ity of Blu-ray discs also allows studios being equipped with analogue connecgames, live interactive web forums/chats, to record audio in one of two “lossless” tions such as S-video (limited to 480i)
and other interactive online content. This formats: Dolby TrueHD and DTS-HD or component video (limited to 1080i).
new level of interactivity required that Master Audio. These formats mean that In 2014, all analogue connections will
the Blu-ray player be connected to the the audio being decoded is bit-for-bit, be dropped completely. If the distance
Internet, whereas Proﬁle 1.1 players did exactly the same as they were recorded required to connect your HDMI componot need Internet connectivity. If Inter- with no loss or alteration occurring be- nents is less than 25 feet, most generic
net connectivity is not available or a BD- tween the recording (encoding) and HDMI cables will sufﬁce. For longer
Live disc is played in an older player, the playback (decoding). New Blu-ray play- cable runs you should consider a brandinteractive features are not available but ers have on-board decoding of these name cable. Many cable manufacturers
the movie is unaffected. Many Proﬁle lossless audio formats, enabling older will try to convince you that in order to
1.1 players are ﬁrmware upgradeable to AV receivers that don’t have support for send a 3D signal to your TV or AV reProﬁle 2.0 if they have an existing Ether- the new lossless formats to receive an ceiver you will need an HDMI 1.4 cable.
net port for the required Internet connec- uncompressed, raw signal for playback. However our experience has shown that
tivity. The Sony PlayStation 3 is turning If your (newer) AV receiver does support many older HDMI cables will do the job
out to be the most future-proof Blu-ray these formats, the Blu-ray player can be just ﬁne.
device, having upgraded from Proﬁle 1.1 setup to “bitstream” the encoded signal
While Blu-ray discs offer the best picthrough Proﬁle 2.0 and employed ﬁrm- to the receiver for decoding. Whichever ture and sound, that doesn’t mean that
ware updates to support 3D playback. way you choose to use these lossless you should rush out and upgrade your
For an explanation of the older proﬁles, formats, whether the audio is decoded entire existing DVD library immediateplease visit http://canadahiﬁ.com/index. by the Blu-ray player or the receiver, the ly – especially if you have high-quality
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“FINALLY, HIGH-END AUDIO WITH AN AFFORDABLE PRICE TAG.”
Fred Manteghian, Home Theater
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3DBlu-rayplayers

mastered DVDs such as those from the will also playback
Criterion collection. Most Blu-ray play- other disc formats
ers will “up-convert” standard deﬁnition such as SACD and
content to 1080p and while this won’t DVD-Audio, elimimake your DVDs look like their equiva- nating the need for
lent Blu-rays, it is a far better alternative multiple
devices.
to watching 480i content on your 1080p Super Audio CDs
HDTV. The Blu-ray players typically were introduced in
achieve this up-conversion by ﬁrst de- 1999 and feature a
interlacing the DVD video (since HDTVs 2.8224 Mhz samscan progressively) and then scaling the pling rate (compared
image up to the full 1080p HD resolution. to a regular CD’s
During the scaling process, further image 0.0441 Mhz) as
processing is performed to sharpen and well as a wider dyenhance the image – so that it is not just namic range of 120
a blown up version – and to remove er- dB (compared to 96
rors and artifacts introduced in the scaling dB) and a frequency
process (moire, jagged edges, etc). There range of 20 Hz to 50
are a handful of manufacturers that cre- kHz (compared to
ate the (up-converting) video chipsets 20 Hz to 20 kHz). In
used in Blu-ray players: Silicon Image, addition to 2-chanSigma Designs, Marvell and Genesis. nel stereo playback, SACDs also support
Look for players equipped with Silicon multi-channel playback. Practically all
Image chipsets as they are typically the SACDs are dual-layer, containing a stanmost favoured, performing the best up- dard Audio CD layer readable by regular
conversion without moire effects and su- CD players as well as an SACD layer. As
perior artifact elimination (such as jagged with most formats, SACD has a competitor,
edges). Silicon Image chipsets are used by DVD-Audio. DVD-Audio also supports
a variety of manufacturers from Denon higher bitrates and sampling rates such
to Oppo to Samsung. In fact Silicon Im- as 48, 88.2, 96, 176.4 and 192 kHz at 16-,
age is becoming the leading video chipset 20- and 24- bit depths. DVD-Audio also
maker, having recently acquired one of its supports multiple channel conﬁgurations
competitors, Anchor Bay, another leading such as mono, stereo (+ subwoofer/.1),
video chipset maker, at the beginning of 3/3.1-channel, 4/4.1-channel, and 5.0/5.1
this year.
full surround, at the various bitrates.
SACD and DVD-Audio Playback

In Conclusion

Lastly, some Blu-ray players, usually
referred to as universal Blu-ray players,

All of these features make Blu-ray an integral part of any home entertainment setup
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and with prices now below the $100 mark,
upgrading to Blu-ray has never been easier. While most Blu-ray players now support Proﬁle 2.0/BD-Live, the more expensive the player, the more functionality it
will have. This includes features such as
media streaming, Internet applications/
widgets, on-board lossless audio decoding and other non-video related features.
Until broadband Internet access and media streaming services get to a point (and
price) where they become feasible, timely
and effective to transmit 50GB of data,
physical media such as Blu-ray will be
around. And if you need another reason
to upgrade, the complete Star Wars saga
comes out on Blu-ray this September.
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Eliminating Unwanted Audio and Video Noise

Giovanni Militano
(diyAudioProjects.com)

the need for fancy test equipment or having to modify equipment. In this article I
will discuss the most common sources of
unwanted noise and how to troubleshoot
these problems. Once armed with this
information you will be able to quickly
locate and solve the common unwanted
noise problems when they appear.

It’s an exciting day as you rush home
eager to try out that new audio or video
component that you just purchased. After taking time to carefully hook up the
new gear and double checking that all the
connections are correct you are ﬁnally
ready to sit back, relax and audition the Ground Loops
new component. You ﬁnd your favorite
beverage, get comfortable and power up Almost all unwanted noise problems can
the system. But just as the party is getting be traced directly back to a ground loop.
started, there is an annoying and unwant- In order to effectively locate and elimied interruption! You listen carefully and nate grounding noise problems, it is imthere is now an unwanted buzzing that is portant to understand the mechanism that
coming from the speakers which was deﬁ- causes ground loops and unwanted noise.
nitely not present before. In video signals A ground loop can develop when two or
ground loops are seen as bands of slightly more components (audio and/or video) are
different brightness scrolling vertically up connected to different physical grounding
the screen and these are often referred to points or when they are connected to a
as “hum bars”. The moment is ruined and common ground point, but through difwhat’s worse is that you spend the next ferent electrical paths. When different
couple of hours trying to track down the grounding points are present, there will
problem with no success. You can’t un- almost certainly be a voltage difference
derstand how this is possible as your wire (potential) between the two grounds and
runs are short and neat, you are using pre- this voltage difference can result in circuit
mium components and you are even using noise which can manifest as audio or video
a power line ﬁlter. At this point you may noise, typically hum. If two pieces of aube ready to pull your hair out - but remark- dio equipment are plugged into different
power outlets, there will likely be a differably, there is good news.
In almost all the cases of unwanted noise, ence in their respective ground potentials
the problem can usually be traced back to and this can result in noise problems. The
a ground loop, poor wiring or a lack of components used in audio systems will
grounding or shielding. What’s even bet- each have their own local grounding point
ter is that most of these unwanted noise that is typically referred to as the signal
problems are actually quite easy to iden- ground. As a result, different grounding
tify and can usually be addressed without paths can occur when the components are
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connected together with interconnect cables that can tie the signal grounds of two
or more units together. Low current wiring such as interconnect cables are particularly susceptible to ground loop issues.
Once a ground loop is present, it can
be eliminated in one of two ways. The
ground loop can be eliminated by removing the extra ground paths or grounding
points to create a single-point ground system. For safety reasons you should never
remove or bypass the grounding pin of a
three prong to AC plug to solve a ground
loop problem. The more common solution
to address ground loop issues is to isolate
the problem ground paths through the use
of an isolation transformer, opto-isolotor
or balanced circuitry. At the consumer audio and video level, the most practical and
typically the most economical solution for
addressing common ground loop problems
is the use of an isolation transformer. An
isolation transformer uses inductive coupling to pass the signal while interrupting
the ground (breaking the ground loop).
Diagnosing the Noise Problem
The ﬁrst step is to locate the source of the
problem. Countless hours can be wasted
by simply pulling cables and swapping
components at random so the best way
to go about locating the problem is by
checking a few common problems and
determining if your problem is simple or
complex. You should be able to isolate
most noise problems in just a matter of
minutes. The most common source of a
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eliminatingunwantednoise
ground loop in audio and video systems
is the coaxial cable that delivers Cable
TV (CATV). This is a classic ground
loop situation as all your system components are grounded through your local
outlet while the Cable company is using
a grounding point located some physical
distance (often large) from your system
ground. A ground loop this large will almost certainly be a source of unwanted
noise.
To check for this common problem,
disconnect the main CATV lead. If the
hum goes away you have identiﬁed the
source of the problem and can now work
on a solution.
The next item to check is what affect
the volume control has on the noise. By
volume control I mean the home theater
receiver or processor, preampliﬁer or integrated ampliﬁer. Does the hum change
when you touch the metal chassis? If
touching the chassis causes a change
in the hum then you have a failed earth
connection. Check the power cord and
ensure it is intact and is ﬁrmly attached
to the AC outlet and there is a solid earth
(ground) connection. Does adjusting the
volume control affect the hum
level? If changing the volume
affects the hum level, then you
know the source of the ground
loop is somewhere before the
volume control. Otherwise you
know that the noise problem
must be occurring somewhere
after the volume control.
Next on the list is to check
all the components on the problem side. Use the input selector to see if the hum changes
based on what input you have
selected. If the hum is only
present when a particular input
is selected, power down and
unplug that input - if the hum
vanishes, the problem is with
that component. After cycling
through the different inputs to
ﬁnd that there is no change in
the hum level, then your problem is occurring at a later stage
in the system.
Also, don’t forget to check external ampliﬁers like powered
subwoofers. Check the external amp by powering down and
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unplugging - if the hum goes away there
is a ground loop with that ampliﬁer.
Solving Noise Problems
With the problem component identiﬁed, it’s time to come up with a solution.
Quite often the CATV coaxial cable is
the culprit of the ground loops. The use
of a CATV ground isolator is the most
common and a simple solution to implement. There are many CATV isolators
on the market to choose from. I suggest
you invest in a name brand CATV isolator as some low quality products may reduce the signal quality. Note that some
power line ﬁlters/conditioners come
with a CATV isolator.
Once you have the problem component
identiﬁed, check the AC plug for damage
or excess wear. Make sure the plug grips
the socket well as loose contacts can be a
noise source. Remember, if the problem
component is plugged into a different
AC outlet as the other components this
could be a ground loop.
Using a power distribution unit (power
bar) or power ﬁlter/conditioner for all

your components will ensure that your
system has a common power ground. If
you are still experiencing hum problems,
check the outlet with a polarity checker
(available at hardware stores for about
$10) as it is not uncommon for an outlet
to be wired incorrectly.
Other common sources of noise problems are light dimmers, ﬂuorescent
lamps and other appliances that share
the same circuit or a common ground
with your equipment.
Armed with this information you
should be able to solve the most often
encountered ground loop and grounding
issues. Remember to engage a qualiﬁed
electrician if you need to ﬁx house wiring. Most importantly, never remove
or bypass the grounding pin of a three
prong to AC plug to solve a ground
loop problem as this defeats the safety
ground.

Jensen ISO-MAX SUB-1RR Low-Frequency Audio Input Ground Isolator /
Hum Eliminator

Jensen ISO-MAX VRD-1FF CATV Isolator

Jensen ISO-MAX VRD-1FF CATV Isolator

GB Electrical outlet tester
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productreview
Monitor Audio Gold GX200 Speakers
Suave Kajko
My ﬁrst encounter with the Monitor Audio Gold GX series speakers was at the
Salon Son & Image, which took place
earlier this year in Montreal. It was their
good looks that ﬁrst attracted me, but it
was the engaging sound presentation that
inspired me to bring these speakers in for
review. The model demonstrated at the
Montreal show was the ﬂagship GX 300
ﬂoor-stander ($5,995/pair). However, for
the purpose of this review, we asked Canadian distributor Kevro International to
send us its smaller and slightly more affordable brother, the GX200 ($4995/pair).
The Gold GX series sits just below the
company’s top of the line Platinum series and consists of eight models: two
bookshelf speakers, two ﬂoor-standers,
two centre channel speakers, a surround
speaker and a subwoofer. This wide selection of models is designed to appeal
to those who are looking to build a twochannel music system or a multi-channel
home theatre system. All of the new GX
series models are engineered in England
and manufactured in China.
What makes this Gold GX series particularly attractive is that it contains a great
deal of technology that has trickled down
from the previous Platinum generation.
Hence Monitor Audio claims that this series offers sonic characteristics very simi- heavy construction with massive magnets
lar to those of the Platinum series. Doesn’t and promise an extended low frequency
that sound good?
performance while providing a smooth
The GX200 is a very handsome ﬂoor roll-off, without any overhang. Monitor
standing speaker with a small enough Audio says that this makes the speakers
footprint to ﬁt into most listening environ- placement friendly, allowing them to be
ments. It has a three-way design with a positioned relatively close to a wall. The
frequency response rated from 35 Hz all 4 inch RST driver is housed in its own
the way up to 60 kHz, a sensitivity of 89 damped enclosure to provide the cleandB and an impedance of 8 ohms. Its ar- est, most natural character. This driver
ray of drivers consists of two new 5.5 inch is said to offer extremely low distortion,
RST bass drivers, developed from Moni- high efﬁciency and amazing power hantor Audio’s C-CAM material, as well as dling. The GX200’s crowning glory is the
a new 4 inch RST mid-range driver. C-CAM Ribbon High Frequency transThe 5.5 inch RST bass drivers feature a ducer (tweeter) designed to reach well
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above 60 kHz. While this is about two octaves beyond the threshold of human hearing, it should mean that you’ll be able to
hear all the musical nuances and harmonics found in high resolution audio content.
The GX200’s cabinet is constructed out of
20 mm MDF, with radial and cross braces,
to improve rigidity and minimize cabinet
colouration. The speaker is rear ported,
using Monitor Audio’s HiVe ports, said
to result in better transient response and
tighter bass. The rear panel of the speaker
offers high quality bi-wire terminals and
includes factory installed jumpers. The
front bafﬂe of the speaker has invisible
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productreview
magnetic grille ﬁxings and hence looks
tar myself. Acoustic guitars sounded just
very clean – this will be appreciated by
When listening to the AIR French Band like the real deal, while effects applied to
those who won’t be using the grille. Like “Moon Safari” album, I was given the other guitars gave each one a very distinct
many other Monitor Audio ﬂoor standing chance to explore many of the GX200’s sonic signature. If you enjoy hearing all
speakers, the GX200 comes with a heavy sonic characteristics much deeper. With the nuances of a performer’s voice, the
metal stand which gives the speaker a “La Femme D’argent,” I quickly realized GX200 have you covered here as well.
solid foundation. My review pair of the just how much high frequency informa- All the subtleties of Harper’s voice were
GX200’s had a beautiful Bubinga ﬁnish (a tion these speakers were able to extract preserved with the outmost clarity, from
dark wood grain) but the speaker is also from the music. I literally heard high raspy lower notes to smooth high notes. I
available in Dark Walnut as well as Piano frequency components that I haven’t truly enjoyed the open, airy sound of this
Black and Piano White glossy ﬁnishes. I heard before. The C-CAM ribbon tweeter album which echoed far and wide in the
inspected the speaker thoroughly when played with amazing speed and delivered soundstage. The GX200 offered a full,
unpacking, and I’m glad to say that the ﬁt awesome resolution. The sound of rain, natural sounding midrange. With the voland ﬁnish appeared to be perfect, unlike normally placed further in the background ume turned right up, I do have to admit
some of the other Chinese made prod- by my reference Focal Electra 1008 Be II that the GX200 did sound a little on the
ucts I’ve come across during the last few speakers, had signiﬁcantly more presence brighter side, although this did appear to
years.
and played with more details than I’ve be- be a function of this album combined with
Measuring 37-7/16” high by 6-11/16” come accustomed to. The analog crackle the speakers.
wide by 11-13/16” deep and weighing effect which accompanies this track gave
During the review, I switched over to my
48.9 pounds each (a little more with the it an authentic vintage sound feel. The rib- Fatman iTube 452 integrated tube amplistand), the GX200 is neither large nor bon tweeter certainly allowed the GX200 ﬁer numerous times. Not surprisingly,
particularly heavy, which makes it easy to peer deep into the music and pull out with this amp in place, the overall sound
to move around and ﬁt into just about any tons of subtle high frequencies details. So, molded into something noticeably warmliving environment. Flanking my audio obviously, I was enjoying the beneﬁts of er and resulted in a sweeter sounding top
component rack, the speakers looked very the ribbon tweeter, and to make matters end. Since I like to turn up the volume
nice, albeit a little smaller than what I’m even better, I found that I was able to hear relatively high from time to time, to me
used to visually.
more sonic details at lower volume levels this tube amp was a better companion for
I connected the GX200’s to my trusty with the GX200 than with other speakers. the GX200.
Classé Audio system consisting of the With this being said, the GX200 should be
The Monitor Audio GX200 delivered
CP-500 preampliﬁer, CA-2100 ampliﬁer partnered with a high quality amp, like the an undeniably enjoyable, musically pasand CDP-102 CD player. After giving the Classé Audio CA-2100 that I was using, sionate performance during its stay in my
speakers about 200 hours of burn-in time, because they might sound a little on the home. I took it through the paces with all
recommended by the Canadian distributor, brighter side if paired with a lower qual- kinds of music, ranging from classical to
I began my in-depth listening tests. The ity one. A ribbon tweeter like this would hard rock and it always pleased me with
ﬁrst disc I span up was Sarah Blasko’s likely also reveal all the shortcomings of its sound. Those who enjoy listening to
“As Day Follows Night” album. Begin- a lesser quality amp. Something else I jazz and classical should ﬁnd this speaker
ning with the ﬁrst track, “We Won’t Run”, noticed about the GX200 while listening particularly attractive since it’ll extract
I was instantly pleased with the GX200’s to “Moon Safari” was its ability to cre- the ﬁnest details from high frequencies
ability to resolve the texture of Blasko’s ate a truly gigantic and three-dimensional and provide a great three dimensional
graceful voice, which offers a touch of soundstage. It’s been a while since I re- soundstage. The GX200 is indeed a great
a sexy Australian accent. In one part of member closing my eyes and being so en- sounding speaker and offers excellent valthe song, the effect of a subtle echo of gaged by the sonic landscape produced by ue at its price point.
her voice was clearly audible. The mid- a speaker. And when it came to bass, the
range was rich and neutral, as the bass line GX200’s were no slouch either. The bass
quickinfo
played cheerfully with good depth and lines of the tracks on this album not only
articulation. With the next track, “Is My danced around ﬂuidly but were dynamic
Monitor Audio
Baby Yours?” two guitars hit the sound- and reached ample depth.
www.monitoraudio.ca
stage, one slightly muted and another
Switching to Ben Harper & The Innounrestrained. The GX200’s offered ex- cent Criminals’ “Live From Mars”, I once
Distributed in Canada by
cellent stereo imaging and effortless mo- again changed the pace in my listening
Kevro International Inc.
tion as the song demanded the ringing of room. This album offers a great combinawww.kevro.com
the strings to ﬂow between the channels. tion of tracks ranging from Harper play1-800-667-6065
Blasko’s near pitch-perfect vocals are ing an acoustic guitar and singing, to full
more dynamic on this track, yet contained band, multi-voiced songs. The GX200 reMonitor Audio Gold GX200
all the subtleties which make her voice so produced the sound of the various guitars
Speakers
irresistible. The GX200’s had my atten- used throughout the album with extraordiPrice: $4995 CAD/pair
tion.
nary realism - I felt like I was playing gui-
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productreview
Micromega AS400 Integrated Ampliﬁer

Phil Gold
My dad bought a Leak Stereo 30 amp, back
in the sixties. It was one of the ﬁrst, perhaps the ﬁrst, stereo transistor integrated
amp. Until recently, not much has changed
in the world of ampliﬁcation. Certainly
there have been numerous reﬁnements to
the sound, and amps have become more
powerful and better looking. Along the
way, many have lost the ability to accept
turntable inputs, and tone controls have
largely been banished. Only in the last few
years has a new type of ampliﬁer arrived
on the scene – one equipped for the age
of the computer, internet streaming and
smartphones.
Following our review of the NAIM UnitiQute, here comes another Swiss-armyknife ampliﬁer, the Micromega AS400
Integrated Amp ($4,795) - this time from
France. Here we have a powerful Class D
ampliﬁer, incorporating AirStream networking. This means that I can play music
from iTunes on my notebook computer,
or directly from my iPhone/iPad, without
any connecting cables.
You may remember some ﬁne CD players from Micromega but it is no secret the
company ran into ﬁnancial difﬁculties a
few years back, and has been reincarnated
by its new owner, Didier Hamdi. Welcome
back Micromega! The AS400 was strutting its stuff to very good effect at CES
2011 in Vegas and again at the Montreal
Festival Son & Image this spring.
Let’s see how ﬂexible this package re-
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ally is. There’s a minijack on the front ume control.
panel to plug in an MP3 player. This falls
The very attractive casework is availshort of the NAIM UnitiQute’s ability to able in a silver or black satin ﬁnish. The
source the digital output of an iPhone or unit looks and feels considerably more
iPad through a USB connection cable but expensive than the asking price. Did I tell
is still a welcome inclusion.
you the AS400 was heavy? It weighs 13kg,
Another nice feature is the headphone surprising for an amp less than 10cm high.
output (minijack) on the front panel, which Most of that weight is on the right hand
performs very well with headphones of side, so be careful when lifting, lefties!
high or medium sensitivity. The maxiIf there is one minor area that Micromum volume level (a range of 1 to 15 is mega has let us down, it’s the remote
offered in headphone mode) cannot drive control. It works well enough but has
my very inefﬁcient Sennheiser HD800 row upon row of almost identical buttons
phones to realistic volume levels on some including buttons to control other Microlow level recordings, but the quality is mega components. It’s also a little quirky.
surprisingly good at all times. It does an There is a button for display down and
excellent job driving the slightly more ef- another for display up. The ﬁrst turns off
ﬁcient AKG K701s and also my high ef- the display, while the second toggles the
ﬁciency canal earphones. Unusually, you display between off and on. There is no
control whether output ﬂows to the speak- direct selection for the various inputs on
ers or to the headphones via a push button, the machine, or the remote – you can only
while on many amps switching happens go next or previous on the front panel, and
automatically as you insert the headphone just next from the remote. However, you
jack. For additional ﬂexibility the AS400 can improve matters by removing unused
boasts a tape monitor, preamp out, sub out inputs in the menu system.
(with a 3dB cut-off at 400Hz), a processor
An amp with as many features as this
input (to bypass the preamp section) and deserves a comprehensive instruction
an RS232 remote connection. It’s a nice manual, and Micromega has skimped here
bonus to be able to rename the three stan- – there isn’t even a picture of the rear panel
dard analog inputs.
of the unit or the remote control in the four
The volume control uses an advanced pages provided. Some of the information,
digitally controlled resistance ladder with such as the password for the MUSIC net70 steps calibrated in dBs and has a very work, is incorrect or incomplete. I hope
nice feel to it. It is also speed sensitive they can add some updates on their webwhich makes it easy to make large chang- site to cover these deﬁciencies, but your
es quickly. There’s a balance control too, dealer will certainly be able to help with
but it’s hidden – you have to press and any questions you may have.
hold the Mute button, then turn the volThe big draw here is of course the very
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latest and most advanced AirStream tech- to use” option at the bottom right of the of a power ampliﬁer) manages 500wpc
nology, included for the ﬁrst time in an au- iTunes screen. You can also access other into 4 ohms, a marginal gain in practice.
diophile integrated amp. A colour coded digital streaming sources besides iTunes With this much power on hand, you can
AirStream logo indicates network status by purchasing the appropriate third party drive a wide range of speakers that might
– red for off, blue for on. Based on Apple’s software for Mac or PC (Rogue Amoeba’s trouble some other amps.
Airport Express the AirStream module has AirFoil – a $25 download).
Finally, Micromega has not forgotten
four components:
The built-in DAC can accept AAC, AIFF, the vinyl enthusiast. There’s a high quality
• Power Supply
Apple Lossless, MP3, WMA and WAV moving magnet phono stage built in to the
• Master Clock
ﬁles but the sampling frequency is limited AS400. When you switch to this particular
• D/A Converter
to iTunes’ maximum bit rate of 16 bits and input, the AirStream network switches off
• Analog Output
44kHz. AirStream works on the 802.11n to prevent any possible interference with
The power supply is a very complex de- standard.
the delicate low level signal coming from
vice with separate outputs for each of the
Class D ampliﬁcation has been gain- your cartridge. There is plenty of gain, an
other three components. The Master clock ing traction because of its high efﬁciency, even frequency response and a silent backis a low jitter device made exclusively for which means the power supplies and heat ground here which shows proper care and
Micromega, while the DAC section fea- sinks can be smaller and hence the entire attention have been paid to circuit design.
tures a Cirrus Logic 4351 device followed package can be made smaller and lighter, One downside to this functionality is that
by a pure Class A output stage.
resulting in lower prices for the consumer. when switching inputs you may have to
You can quickly set up a wireless con- The AS400 runs surprisingly hot for a pass through the phono input, which turns
nection between your iPhone/iPad and the Class D device, and if you leave it on for off the AirStream network. When you
AS400 and stream music from your iTunes a while, even without playing music, you move on to the input you really want, it
collection. This works very well, with just may get a surprise when you adjust the takes almost a minute to turn the network
the occasional hiccup when moving out of volume level from the front panel – that back on. Ideally I would like to see the
range. This is a wonderfully convenient knob gets fairly hot too! Of course when network go on and off in seconds, and to
way to operate and the sound quality of you are not playing music you should put be off at all times except when the streamthis uncompressed digital streaming and the unit into standby which keeps things ing input is selected.
conversion to analog is very satisfying running relatively cool.
Overall there is a great deal to like here,
if you use Apple Lossless mode for your
I started my listening by connecting up tons of power, great looks, enormous ﬂexiTunes music library.
an SACD player through one of the un- ibility, full integration with iTunes on your
You can also access the iTunes library on balanced analog inputs. The sound quality computer or iPhone/iPad, and compata wireless notebook (I used my daughter’s is quite good, lively, ballsy and quick to ibility with many more traditional comThinkPad) by loading the free Airport Ex- react to transients. The bass and midrange ponents including your turntable. Thanks
press software. As an extra treat, you can are clean and dynamic, with plenty of low to the provision of a preamp output, you
download a free Apple app called Remote level detail and silent backgrounds. The can even upgrade the sound quality later
which allows you to control the iTunes on treble region lacks delicacy and life com- by adding a power amp of your choice, reyour computer from the iPhone/iPad. To pared to some more expensive amps, par- taining all that priceless digital streaming
get all this working I ﬁrst had to update ticularly when there is a lot of high energy and input ﬂexibility. The value is outstandthe iTunes software on my computer to the percussion sound, and the image depth is ing and you’ll have a lot of fun with this
latest version (10.4) and then it all worked limited. That’s why enthusiasts will shell in your system. The fact that it’s built like
smoothly. Unfortunately you can’t join out big bucks for state-of-the-art ampli- a tank (guaranteed 10 years) and bears the
two networks at once so if you switch the ﬁers that can preserve the most delicate prestigious Micromega name is icing on
notebook to link to the default AirStream harmonic information and offer a wider, the cake.
network on the AS400 (labelled MUSIC), deeper soundstage. What the Micromega
you lose your regular internet connection may lack in ﬁnesse, it more than makes up
quickinfo
until you switch back. It is possible to join for in raw power. Would you believe the
the AS400 directly to your own wireless “400” in AS400 stands for 400 watts per
network, but this is a more complex pro- channel output into a 4 ohm load? To put
Micromega
cedure. AirStream is set up to work with this in perspective, the NAIM UnitiQute
www.micromega-hiﬁ.com
iTunes. Just select the AS400 as the des- puts out a mere 45wpc into 4 ohms. My
tination from the “Choose which speakers reference Bryston 4BSST² (a 22kg brute
Distributed in Canada by Plurison
www.plurison.com
1-866-271-5689
Micromega AS400 Integrated
Ampliﬁer
Price: $4,795 CAD
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productreview
AVID Pulsus Phono Preampliﬁer
Phil Gold
AVID HiFi is the brainchild of Conrad Mas,
who as a young man thought he could
design a better mousetrap (strictly speaking a turntable) and took the next twenty
years tinkering away in order to prove it.
His Acutus Reference turntable is among
the very best available and incorporates
all his original ideas about how to cope
with vibration. Below the Acutus Reference sit ﬁve less expensive models ranging from the entry-level Diva II through
the Diva II SP, Volvere SP and Sequel SP
to the Acutus SP. AVID also sell their own
downstream. The separate box places the • Provided a 35va power supply, down
line of cables, supports and accessories
circuitry that has to amplify the extremely from 300va with simpler regulation
and are about to launch a high end preamp
low level cartridge output well away from • Designed much more compact boxes
and monobloc ampliﬁers. Rounding out
Now I can’t tell you exactly what sacthe transformers in the power supply and
the portfolio are two phono preamps, the
the high voltage inputs, allowing for more riﬁces have been made in the sound qualcost-no-object Pulsare and the subject of
complete shielding of both components. ity going from Pulsare to Pulsus, since I
today’s test, the Pulsus.
The units are built to a high mechanical didn’t have them both here, but I can tell
For both of these models, the idea was
standard with fully screened casework. you how the Pulsus performed in my systo produce a very low noise, fast, dynamic
Custom components are employed, which tem, and without mincing words, it’s a gisound while remaining clean and neutral,
raises the component cost but these are ant killer.
but also to have good bass weight and
necessary to meet the design objectives.
With a wide range of adjustments, the
presence. Offering turntables of the highConsider the Pulsare as the no-compro- Pulsus will match an extraordinarily wide
est rank, Mas would hardly want to put his
mise offering and the Pulsus as the Pulsare range of phono cartridges. I tested it with
name to phono preamps that would fail to
on a diet.
a Clearaudio Virtuoso Wood cartridge,
deliver on the full potential of the Acutus
Often a new model is derived from a less mounted in an Itok arm with a Linn Sondek
Reference. He suggests that a full bass
expensive model by using more expensive LP12 turntable, using excellent cartridge
is often lacking in most modern electroncomponents, increasing the regulation and leads and cables from Cardas. The rest of
ics as manufacturers seem to limit bass to
capacity of the power supply, increasing the system was reference quality with high
emphasize mid and top to highlight detail.
the power output and so on. On this occa- end speakers and headphones both used to
He believes the detail should still be there
sion the reverse approach was taken. Hav- put the Pulsus through its paces. I used
and apparent if you can keep the noise
ing produced the superb Pulsare balanced the default settings for a moving magnet
ﬂoor low but maintain the correct level of
phono preamp, Mas tried to bring this sort cartridge, and the ﬁrst thing I noted was a
bass response which makes for a realistic
of audio quality to a unit that would sell signiﬁcantly higher gain than through my
presentation and gives the music the solid
for one third the price. Here are some of reference Graham Slee Era Gold V phono
underpinning of real world music.
the tricks he used:
preamp, which brought the level up to
To keep the noise level low, AVID adopts
• Get rid of the front panel controls, in fa- about the same as my CD player.
a two-box approach, with the highly reguvour of dip switches on the underside of
The ﬁrst thing I noticed was that the Pullated power supply in a second identithe control unit
sus projected a big bold sound with sharp
cally sized and styled box away from the
• Lost all the balanced circuitry, offering attack and rich colours. As advertised, the
control unit. It is impossible to place too
unbalanced mode only
bass was strong and extended very deep,
much importance on the power supply in
• Offered 3 gain options (from 4), 7 re- while the midrange was detailed and spaelectronics. A good highly regulated supsistance loadings (from 8), 3 capacitance cious. The biggest gains over my vintage
ply is an expensive item to make, and inloadings (from 6)
and far less expensive Era Gold V came in
ﬂuences the performance of all elements
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the treble. On Sonny Clark’s superb mono
album Sonny’s Crib (Blue Note 1576)
what was once an aggressive and harsh
percussion in With a Song in my Heart
was now revealed in all its glory, the compressed sound now fully resolved, tuneful

and very much easier on the ears.
To hear the full potential of the Pulsus,
I played Porgy and Bess sung by Ray
Charles and Cleo Lane in a lavish Classic Records package [JP 1831]. The sense
of ease and unlimited dynamics were pal-

sidebar
Analog or Digital?
I like to sit on the fence, but many have
already chosen sides. Some dismiss
analog as an anachronism, past its’ sell
by date, while others heap scorn on all
digital media – music is analog they
will tell you – digital kills the music.
A similar debate exists between supporters of tubes versus transistors, electrotrostatics versus dynamic speakers,
moving coil versus moving magnet cartridges and the list goes on. I prefer not
to prejudge the issue, to let my ears do
the judging.
With this really ﬁne phono preamp on
hand I set up a test. I selected three
discs from my collection that I have on
both vinyl and silver spinner:
• Coleman Hawkins – The Hawk Flies
High – Mobile Fidelity UDSACD 2030
and MFSL1-290
• Joni Mitchell – Clouds – Reprise CD
6341 and RS 6341
• Quartetto Italiano - Beethoven Quartets – Philips CD 454712-2 and LP Box
6747272
My LP pressings of Joni Mitchell
and the Beethoven Quartets are easily
30 years old and in excellent condition,
while the Mobile Fidelity LP is a superb new 180gm pressing up against an
equally superb SACD reissue.
The SACD/CD player is the reference quality EMM Labs XDS1 (way
to go, Canada!) and the rest of the system is also highly resolving and wide
bandwidth. Without getting into the
big moving coil/moving magnet debate
(I’ve enjoyed both), the Clearaudio
Virtuoso Wood (a moving magnet) is a
giant killer among sub $1000 cartridges, while the Linn Sondek LP12/Itok
combination (on a wall mounted shelf),
while no longer state of the art, is outstandingly musical.
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Either way, Joni sounds wonderful.
She had the beneﬁt of superb recorded
sound. Her voice soars, starts and stops
on a dime, driven by her superbly resonant and spiky guitar playing. I know
it’s not good form to prefer this album
to Blue, but where you were at the time
has a lot to do with these things.
The Italian String Quartet is authoritative in this music – when they play,
they banish from your mind any possibility of another interpretation. Their
performances are bold and direct, with
an enormous dynamic range. Every serious music lover needs the Beethoven
Quartets in their collection. They are
the very peak of his output and span an
enormous range of invention.
Coleman Hawkins was no spring
chicken when he recorded the upbeat
album “The Hawk Flies High” in mono
in 1957 at the age of 52. Although he
made his name in the twenties he kept
up to date with the changes in jazz, unlike his great contemporary Louis Armstrong. This album captures him, along
with some handpicked collaborators, at
his freewheeling best. You’ll see where
John Coltrane and Sonny Rollins got
their inspiration from. I recommend all
three albums, in either format.
No matter which music I listened to,
I could not choose between the analog
or digital versions. More than that, I
couldn’t even tell the difference, and
you’ll rarely hear that admission from
me. That doesn’t mean there are no differences. Other music or sharper ears
might reveal them, but what this experiment tells me is that both analog
and digital, when executed at a very
high level, are converging on the limits
of these original recordings. We are all
winners.

pable. The whole performance seemed so
alive, so rich and raucous. You just know
this is what HIFI is all about. To get this
feeling every link in the chain must be
up to the job. All I can tell you is that the
Pulsus did not get in the way, passing an
extended bandwidth with no noticeable
distortion or noise. There was a ton of
information getting through but it never
sounded analytical or etched.
On a wide range of material, the Pulsus revealed layers of detail and delicate
musicality that I had not known the Virtuoso Wood to possess. The Era Gold V
had eclipsed a number of other phono
preamps and phono sections on the various ampliﬁers that have passed through
my system over the years, but now it had
to surrender its crown. The margin of victory was actually much narrower on less
demanding recordings – only really high
recorded levels of treble energy made the
comparison one sided. In fact on less than
perfect recordings the Era Gold V may be
preferred, because it is generally less ruthless in revealing the faults in the recording,
and is somewhat ﬂattering in many cases
by compressing the extremes of dynamics
both in the treble and the bass. But given
a top quality recording, the more honest,
higher resolution and broader bandwidth
capabilities of the Pulsus came into their
own. To fully appreciate the Pulsus you
will need partnering electronics and cabling of a very high standard.
Despite this being AVID’s less expensive phono preamp, it still costs $1800 and
that’s not chump change. There are other
serious competitors at this price point,
such as the brilliant EAR 834P tubed
phono preamp and the Simaudio Moon
310LP. You should certainly check these
out if you are in the market, but in truth
the Pulsus competes with far more costly
units and I think its competition may need
to go back to the drawing board. The Pulsus is a grand slam home run.

quickinfo
AVID HIFI Ltd.
www.avidhiﬁ.co.uk
+44(0)1480 869 900
AVID Pulsus Phono Preampliﬁer
Price: $1800 CAD
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Musical Fidelity M1HPA Headphone Amp/Preamp
Phil Gold
First meet Antony Michaelson, head
honcho at UK audio manufacturer Musical Fidelity. A classical music fanatic, a
man who describes anyone listening to
compressed music on their iPod as brain
dead, but also an accomplished clarinetist
appearing as the soloist on several CDs
in my collection. He’s one of the outsize
personalities in this industry, and a man
who marches to the beat of his own drummer. Antony loves Class A ampliﬁcation
and claims to have produced more Class
A amps over the last 30 years than any
other manufacturer, or perhaps all other
manufacturers put together. So what is
Class A? Without going into technicalities,
Class A ampliﬁcation is an ampliﬁcation
mode where the circuit’s ampliﬁcation
devices are switched on at all times. It is
inefﬁcient compared to the more common
Class AB or the hyper-efﬁcient Class D
(switching amp), and as a result it generates a great deal of heat and requires powerful power supplies and often massive
heat sinks and cooling ﬁns or even fans
to dissipate the heat. It is more common
to ﬁnd Class A used in preamp sections
where the limited power output required
makes it easier to accommodate the power
supply and cooling necessary for Class
A. In return for inefﬁciency, Class A provides the purest ampliﬁcation, the greatest linearity and requires the simplest circuitry that completely avoids the dreaded
crossover distortion that affect Class B or
Class AB amps. Even Class AB amps actually use Class A for the ﬁrst watt or so
of output, maybe even the ﬁrst 10 watts
for some high end amps, before switching over to operate in the more efﬁcient
but inferior Class B mode for peak output
levels. Class A amps don’t just use a lot of
power when working hard, they also use a
lot of power even when idling.
Over the years an astonishing number
of components have poured out from
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his company, from inexpensive and very
compact to massive limited edition powerhouses. Today Musical Fidelity offer
six distinct series, covering a wider range
of budgets than perhaps any other audio
manufacturer:
• V-Series – very compact, single function
components
• M1 Series – a more upscale set of single
function half width components
• M3 Series – full width integrated amp
and matching CD player
• M6 Series – a wide range of full size
components
• AMS Series – high end class A components (AMS = Antony Michaelson Signature)
• Titan – a massively built 1000 watt twobox power amp weighing 113 kilos.
Both the V-Series and M1 Series offer
dedicated headphone amps. Why would
you want one?
You’ve invested in some pretty expensive headphones, and now you want
to ﬁnd out just how good they are. Most
likely you won’t be able to do that by

plugging them in to your iPod or even
your integrated amp or CD Player, even
if they do have the right outlets. Two reasons – quality and quantity. In the majority of cases the headphone output is driven
by inexpensive components with a relatively unsophisticated power supply, or is
a throttled down remnant of the speaker
output, not an output designed from the
bottom up to meet the special needs of
wide range of headphone. There’s your
quality bottleneck. The output level is OK
for headphones of average or high sensitivity, but often woefully inadequate for
the low sensitivity or difﬁcult to drive impedance curve of many of the higher end
headphones.
The solution lies in a dedicated headphone ampliﬁer. The output stage will be
optimized for headphones and it will be
fed by a dedicated and optimized power
supply. In the case of the Graham Slee
Solo Ultralinear, reviewed here recently,
that power supply is housed externally to
keep the high voltage and the associated
electromagnetic ﬁelds well away from the
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so much more than an integrated amplifier.

Integrated Amplifier
UPnP Client
FM & Internet Radio
Wi-Fi + Ethernet and USB inputs
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delicate ampliﬁcation stage.
Musical Fidelity has chosen a different
route, keeping the power supply in the
same chassis as the ampliﬁcation stage but
using a large chassis and careful attention
to the layout of the circuitry to minimize
noise. The impressive looking chassis is a
perfect match for other M1 series components, and will also match well with M3
and M6 series products. Very handsome
to be sure, with a front plate dominated
by an enormous and very smooth volume
control. A small on/off button and a toggle
switch between RCA analog and USB
digital input are placed to the left of the
volume control, and two ¼” jacks sit to
the right.
If you open the box, there’s a large circuit board on the ﬂoor but relatively few
components. The output stage operates in
pure Class A and is said to use the same
topology as Musical Fidelity’s more expensive components. The chief claim is
an astonishingly low output impedance of
less than 1 ohm, which means the M1HPA
will happily drive pretty much any dynamic headphone, including the notoriously ﬁnicky AKG K1000. Along with
many other Musical Fidelity components,
this one boasts choke regulation on its
power supply, an expensive but very effective way to improve the performance of
everything upstream.
I mentioned a USB input didn’t I? Does
this put the M1HPA into direct competition with the Grace M903 or the Benchmark DAC1Pre? Not really. These are
altogether richer fare on the digital side,
with multiple inputs and the ability to input high res audio signals and they are also
around twice the price. The USB input in
the M1HPA is really bare bones, limited
to 44.1kHz or 48kHz and 16 bits. It is
included here simply as a convenience
option, oversampling the input 8 times
before conversion. Musical Fidelity will
be happy to sell you other components
for the conversion of high res digital signals. But the M1HPA does have a trick up
its sleeve. It can double as a high quality
preamp, provided you have just the one
analog input.
Does it look as sound as good as it
looks?
First up, I can conﬁrm all Musical Fidelity’s claims of being able to drive difﬁcult
loads with ease. I may have had to turn
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the volume control close to the maximum
in some extreme cases, but in this class A
design that is never a problem. There is no
sense of strain at any volume level, and
even at the maximum, the background is
silent. The $799 M1HPA is a highly resolving and low distortion animal, making sense of highly complex orchestral
works and rock bands alike. I am very
impressed. Compared to the signiﬁcantly
more expensive Graham Slee Solo Ultralinear ($1199), the presentation is a touch
on the cool side, somewhat less involving,
with a soundstage a fraction smaller and
tone color not quite the equal, but these
are small differences indeed. The Solo
Ultralinear cannot match the silent background of M1HPA with more sensitive
headphones. A second Graham Slee model, the Solo SRGII ($999), is a very close
sonic match indeed to the M1HPA, sharing the somewhat cooler presentation, and
similarly silent between the notes, with a
slight edge in the level of detail. Neither
Solo model can match the ﬁt and ﬁnish or
the industrial design of the M1HPA.
Most impressive is the sense of ease
and power across an enormous frequency
range. This amp is absolutely bulletproof
and never shows any sense of strain with
any of the headphones in my rather wide
ranging collection, an indication Musical Fidelity have provided a high quality
power supply section.
What about its abilities as a preamp?
It doesn’t offer remote control, balanced operation or a range of inputs, but
there’s no skimping on quality here. I put
it up against the Parasound Halo JC2, a
highly acclaimed $5299 balanced preamp, reckoned to be quite a bargain by
high end standards. You’d think the JC2
would wipe the ﬂoor with it. Well think
again. Certainly the JC2 is the more accomplished performer, better able to place
all the instruments in their own space and
with a more true to life colour and ambiance, but the M1HPA was close on its
heels in all departments, and spectacularly
good for the price.
I’m delighted to be able to lavish praise
on a component that won’t break the bank,
that can handle the most difﬁcult to drive
phones with ease, and that as a bonus can
double as a preamp of limited functionality but ﬁrst class performance.

sidebar
An Unusual Service from Musical
Fidelity – From the website
www.musicalﬁdelity.com
When we design our products, we use
the best components possible at each
price point, and wring the utmost
performance from them. The results
are the amazing value ampliﬁers on
which we have built our reputation.
That’s not the end of the story,
though. We can tune up individual
amps for even higher performance by
using much more expensive components, by hand selecting matched
pairs of output transistors and by
ﬁne tuning of individual gain stage
performance.
These procedures are not practical for
general production, but are ideal for
one-off tune ups of individual ampliﬁers or CD players.
We have found that our ﬁne tuning
techniques, even though they are not
cheap, offer signiﬁcant improvement
of sonic performance.
If you want to get even more performance from your Musical Fidelity
product, talk to us. We can tune up
all the products we have made since
1985, with the exception of the
SACD player. We know what can be
done, and we know how to do it.
Note: This service is available only
by contacting the manufacturer directly at +44 208 900 2866.

quickinfo
Musical Fidelity
www.musicalﬁdelity.com
Distributed in North America by
Tempo Distribution LLC
www.tempohighﬁdelity.com
(617) 314-9227
Musical Fidelity M1HPA
Headphone Amp/Preamp
Price: $799 Black, $869 Silver
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Third, with the supplied wireless dongle, you can stream your entire music
library from your network directly to the Anagram Technology up-sampler.
The result is high-resolution music without a single cable!
At last, a player that deserves to be the centerpiece of any home system.
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